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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 

 

 

IT AIN’T OVER YET! 

 

Yes, there’s time for lots of fun and interesting programming yet! The fall goes by so quickly 

with the programs that dominate the season: registration, getting acquainted, fall camp (if you 

host one), Formal Initiation of new girls, Thanksgiving craft, Halloween party, Kidnap Breakfast 

(if you do this), Vesper Service and the weeks needed for rehearsing, and Christmas party. 

 

There are still several weeks of CGIT to come and you are already in the planning stages: 

deciding what programs would engage the girls’ interests, who to approach to be a guest and 

present their area of expertise, booking a date with the church for your sleepover, choosing a 

fund raiser for your Mission project, researching a unique and engaging way to present the 

Easter story, and planning Graduation with your graduates – theme, guest speaker (if they 

want one), will it be a family potluck, too? And you have your favourites and ‘traditional’ 

programs, too.  

 

We hope that you will not forget about the  

CGIT Provincial Rally, May 10-12. The Program Team, together with the ABCGIT 

Association, as a whole, have chosen to do something never 

done before… host the spring Rally in Grande Prairie!! There 

has been the occasional Leaders’ Conference there, but not a 

girls’ camp or rally for many years. It will be so exciting! The 

venue, Camp Tamarack, is a similar facility to Camp Wohelo 

and we are hoping groups will take up the travel challenge and join us.  

 

We hope that you are all enjoying your year with the girls. Yes, there are those times when 

they just don’t seem to want to pay attention and follow the program you have planned (full 

moon?), but if the program is flexible and can wait for next week… then go with flow and 

connect with the girls. Maybe there’s in issue at school or on the news that has them upset or 

confused, and they just need to talk. What an opportunity to engage and really learn who they 

are and what they are dealing with in their lives. 

 

Have a great rest of the year… and we’ll hopefully see you in Grande Prairie in May!! 

 

Warm fuzzies, 

Valerie J 
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CONTACT TEAM REPORT  
 

 
 

Happy New Year!  As much as winter brings the snow 

and cold, I will admit that there is something magical 

about a bright blue sky and trees covered in frost. 
 

It’s hard to believe that we are half way through our season with Explorers and CGIT, how 

quickly those first few months fly by.   

 

Don’t forget that there are many resources in this, and past issues of Middy Media that can 

help you with your weekly planning.  We are lucky to have a dedicated Editor in Valerie Jenner 

who strives to bring you relevant and easy to use resources through this newsletter.  She can 

be reached at jjenner1@telusplanet.net, and would love to hear about what your group is up to 

and share resources you have found to be valuable.  
 

By now your Registrations and PIPEDA forms should be into the CGIT office.  By forwarding 

this paperwork you will be covered by the Alberta CGIT Association’s Insurance policy for 

activities that take place away from your standard meeting location.  If you are not officially 

registered with us, you will not have coverage, so please forward your forms and registration 

fees as soon as possible. 

 

Zone Contact, Carrie Reid, loves to connect with leaders across the province.  We are seeing 

a decline in our groups and she would be more than happy to share what we have for 

resources for new groups starting up.   If you know someone who might be interested in getting 

a group going, you can reach her at carriereid@shaw.ca    

 

We are excited about a new group starting up soon in Leduc.  If you know of girls in the area 

who might be interested, please contact me for more information. 
 

Have fun as you plan for the last few months of CGIT and Explorers, and good luck with 

Graduations and year end wind-up parties. 

 

Warm Fuzzies!  Brenda Stouffer     

Contact Team Coordinator     

780-830-4067    
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PROGRAM TEAM REPORT 
 

When was the last time you saw Superheroes in person?  Last May, remember?  What an 

amazing weekend when CGIT and Explorer Superheroes came together at Pigeon Lake to 

learn more about our Super Powers and earned our capes learning about how we can 

continue the work of sustainable development at home, in our communities and around the 

world.  Superheroes serve others and that is what we are all about!  We are indeed SUPER! 

 

Did you miss it?  Well, the planning has begun for a weekend rally in Grande Prairie in May.  

Although it is a substantial road trip for some of our groups, we are very hopeful that we will 

see a lot of CGIT and Explorer Girls make their way to our Dr Suess inspired celebration called 

“WHO-bilation.”    Our plan for next year is for a road trip to the southern part of the province so 

if you are a long way from Grande Prairie, travel this year and then look forward to having your 

new friends come to you next year! 

This past year saw the re-launch of the Alberta CGIT website.  Although still in the early stages 

of construction, it is available as a resource to our leaders and girls alike.  Past issues of Middy 

Media, the Alberta CGIT Leaders Resource Manual, an events page and more will be coming 

to you at www.albertacgit.ca.   Like any great resource, it is only as good as the content 

received and for that we are counting on YOU.  Send us your best games, your favorite songs, 

your craziest pictures… we want them all.  Let’s show the world how great our groups are! 

Know someone wanting to get a group started?  A New Leaders Resource Box is available, 

and it is exciting to have a new group starting in Leduc who can use this to get them off to a 

great start.  If you have something to share with a brand new group with a new leader send it 

our way and we will pass it along.  Words of encouragement, advise, suggestions… help us 

support growth in Alberta CGIT. 

The Program Team’s role is to provide support to the dedicated volunteers who meet with their 

groups every week and bring the CGIT program to their communities.  As such, the Program 

Team remains dedicated to providing programs and resources to the groups that continue to 

meet and thrive in Alberta. 

Barbara Shanahan 

Program Team Coordinator 

 

http://www.albertacgit.ca/


ZONE CONTACT REPORT 
 

 

Hello everyone and welcome to 2019! I hope you all had a wonderful Christmas holiday filled 

with family, friends, laughter and wonderful memories made to last a lifetime. Here’s to a great 

year ahead for our leaders, girls and another fabulous year with your CGIT/Explorer groups 😊 

 

Explorers 

Grande Prairie: The group had fun with their Glitz and Glam night. They decorated Iceberg 

beer bottles from Newfoundland (beer made from 2000-year-old iceberg ice) and made them 

into vases. They are having a collection night (bring in their favourite collections to share), 2nd 

Star ceremony and talent night, doing a Valentine craft with the residents of a local Manor, 

exploring gratitude and looking at the parables plus a un birthday sleep over with a tropical 

theme! Enjoy your fun year together 

Trochu: Ilona is still going strong with her group. They started up in the fall and this group is 

blessed to have mixed ages (messengers-Explorers) as there is no leader for the younger girls 

so they are one big group- excellent idea! They are involved in local community drama 

productions, church events and helping where they can- we are so lucky to have this group!! 

 

CGIT 

Grande Prairie: They kicked off the year with a game board night. Girls dived into all kinds of 

games that the leaders brought. They enjoyed a night of tobogganing- always fun for all ages. 

They plan on looking at relationships, a sleepover at the church, Valentine’s craft, Friday fun 

night, Mission Study and ‘cooking in the kitchen’. 

Leduc: We are so excited to welcome Brooke Kuzio as our newest leader!! She is ready to 

start up a group and the Association could not be more pleased to share this fabulous news. 

They plan to start up on January 29, so I look forward to hearing how this new group unfolds 

and the new journey ahead. 

Lethbridge: unfortunately, there is no update from this group. I hope you are all well? Have a 

wonderful year ahead and we look forward to receiving an update soon- hate to miss out on all 

your activities together as we love to share ideas within our groups!! 

 

Thank you everyone for being apart of this amazing organization and I know that each time 

you meet you are empowering the lives of so many involved. Yourselves, the community and 

the wider province and country. We should be proud of who we are and where we are going! 

I am awesome, you are awesome, we are awesome- YES we are!! 

                                                                                                              

 Seize the day- Carrie xo 
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… ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING (AGM) of The Alberta CGIT Association 

Friday evening, February 22nd at St. David’s United, Leduc, AB 

Meetings usually start at 7:30pm with refreshments to follow. 

 

… FEBRUARY GENERAL MEETING of The Alberta CGIT Association 

Saturday, February 23rd at St. David’s United, Leduc, AB 

Meetings usually start mid-morning with lunch provided. 

Afternoon session is Team meetings and  

reconvening General meeting, if required. 

  

 

… APRIL GENERAL MEETING of The Alberta CGIT Association 

Saturday, April 27th at home of Barb Spence, Calgary, AB  
 

Email: Valerie Jenner or cgit@telus.net for more information 

 
 

General & Annual Meetings are open to all Leaders, senior girls, and alumnae!! 

 

 

 

… CGIT will be celebrating our 105th ANNIVERSARY in 2020… that’s NEXT year! 
 

What an opportunity to again engage the girls and alumnae in your community by hosting a celebration 

that will bring them all together! The 100th Anniversary Teas and other gatherings were a huge success 

and we’ve heard that many enjoyed the effort the groups… and sometimes alumnae… made to host an 

event where they got together and reminisced. 

We also heard from those who did not hear of the event in time to make arrangements to attend, and 

those who would cherish another opportunity to gather their ‘old’ group together for a reunion. 

You may not want to go as big as the 100th Anniversary event and that’s OK. But,  

decide soon what your event will be and when, and then get the word out!! 

 

A 105th Anniversary is a BIG DEAL.  

Very few organizations can match this, so… LET’S PARTY!!  
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VALENTINES: 
 

 

                 VALENTINE TOPIARY 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                       *This design could also be used for an Easter 

                                                                                                 craft, using tiny flowers and straight pins with 

                                                                                                 coloured glass bobs as the flower centres. 

 

 

You will need: 

- Small terra cotta pots OR coloured mini pails 

- Styrofoam balls… proportionate size to pot or pails 

- Paint… White, red or pink for pots 

- Love Heart candies or red and/or pink chocolate covered candies 

- Small dowels (cut to size), or kabob sticks 

- Ribbon – red or pink 

- Valentine stickers or patterned paper cut in hearts 

- Styrofoam or green florist foam brick 

- Pot or pail filling… candies, clear or red/pink glass beads, or tissue paper (sand or salt, 

although able to hold dowel, is a messy choice) 

- Good craft glue or hot glue gun and scissors (for ribbon) 

- Plastic wrap… to cover top of pot or pail to keep beads safe for the trip home! 

 

If using terra cotta pots, paint first, so have time to dry before girls start assembling. 

Insert dowel or kabob stick into Styrofoam ball. 

There is no perfect way to assemble candy… just try to cover the Styrofoam ball completely. 

Cut Styrofoam or florist foam brick to fit in bottom of pot or pail. 

When glue on candy/ball is dry, carefully insert dowel into foam. 

Fill pot/pail with candies, beads or tissue paper, add ribbon… and voila! Happy Valentines!! 

 

 



EASTER: 
 

                  EASTER JOURNEY 
                      Source Unknown 
 

Often your CGIT girls are away over the Easter weekend 

with their families, so this is a simple way to celebrate 

Easter with them during Holy Week. 

You will need to transport your whole group from destination to destination, unless you live in a 

small community and can walk. 

(You can also do this on your regular meeting night before Easter and move around the 

Church. Decorating with a few pertinent objects will set the tone of WHERE they are.) 

 

The idea is to read some parts of the Easter story, but to do it in modern day locations similar 

to where the events would have happened in Jesus’ time.  

At each ‘station’, one or more people read the Bible reading, followed by a song or prayer. 

Girls are encouraged to travel in silence between stations. 

 

Suggestion places and Bible readings are: 

1, At a Home (or Church kitchen): Mark 14:22-31 – The Last Supper 

2. A Park (or spot in Church with plants): Mark 14:32-53 – Garden of Gethsemane 

3.  A Church (by a cross): Mark 14:53-65 - Jesus before the High Priest 

4. A Courthouse (or at the pulpit): Mary 15:6-20 – Jesus before Pilate 

5. A Hill (a picture of cross or crucifixion): Mark: 21-41 – The Crucifixion 

6. A Cemetery (or a quiet room with a cardboard tombstone - closed):  

         Mark 15:42-47 – Jesus’ Burial 

7. A Cemetery (or a quiet room with a cardboard tombstone – open):  

        Mary 16:1-8 – The Resurrection 

 

Arrange for girls to read character parts and have one same narrator. 

Finish up the experience with discussion and hot cross buns.  

You might need to provide the history of the buns and how they pertain to Easter. 

 

Prayer: 
 

Dear God, 

Thank you for Jesus, who rose again. 

Help us to understand and remember the sacrifice  

     he made for us.  

Help us to remember that Your nearness means joy 

    and that You will always be there for us. 

AMEN. 
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GRADUATION:  
 

          WHAT DOES GRADUATION MEAN IN YOUR GROUP? 
  

… A formal ceremony with invitations to parents, grandparents and 

friends?  

… Do the girls choose a theme? 

… Do you present it on your regular meeting evening, or during 

Sunday morning church service?  

… Do you have a guest speaker, of the girls’ choosing? Leader, past leader, teacher? 

… Do you host a family potluck supper before the ceremony?  

… Is there a rose for each girl, her graduation pin, a special gift from the leader(s)? 
 

Graduation is the last of the three highlights of a girl’s years in CGIT. Initiation, receiving her 

white lanyard when becoming a senior, and graduation are essential to the whole CGIT 

experience.  
 

After all, with Initiation comes the membership pin which can be worn on the tie.  

Becoming a senior earns the white lanyard, also permitted to wear with our uniform. And, 

Graduation, of course, presents the graduation pin, which signifies the completion of CGIT as 

a contributing member for at least three years. 
 

These highlights should not be diminished and thought of as “no big deal”. They are all 

represented on our uniform, and thus the importance is obvious to all. They should be 

recognized in a way that emphasizes the accomplishment. There are very few items permitted 

on our uniform, so these pins and lanyard should be presented in a way that will stand out for 

the girls to strive for and receive. 
 

Over the years, Graduation has changed. It used to be a large dinner, often catered by the 

UCW, and, because of the large groups, only mothers were invited. Yes, the ever-popular 

Mother/Daughter Banquet. As groups became smaller, many changed up the “tradition” and 

invited Dads, too, and then whole families. Granted, the dynamics of the Ceremony after 

dinner changes with younger siblings in attendance, but the experience is still one to fondly 

remember. 

 

Some table activities for girls & guests to do prior to starting your Grad supper/potluck: 

1. Save a few plastic Easter eggs and fill them with as many “very small” items as you fit in. 

Have a sheet of paper at each table and have guests list as many items as they can that they 

think could be in the egg. Prizes for tables aren’t necessary, but the CGIT clap, for the table 

that guesses the most items in their egg, will be appreciated. 
 

2. Prepare bags/boxes with various items for each table. Using the contents, they are to create 

their own centrepiece! Include vase/dish/basket, flowers, lace, small balloons, feathers, ribbon, 

small styrofoam balls, tissue paper, glue, pins, scissors… go wild! 
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COME ONE and COME ALL!! 

Both the tall and the small 

We’re heading to Suessville for the best time of all! 

 

                                       For fun… for folly 

                                       To be Silly and Jolly 

                                   To laugh til our sides hurt, is the best of All-y 

 

CGIT and Explorers alike 

flock to the North.  Cool Girls Unite! 

If you are not there it just won’t be right! 

 

 

We need you, we want you 

We’ve missed you, too 

Road Trip to Grande Prairie. See you soon! 

 

It’s all happening in May 

Friday 10th through Sunday 

Invite all your friends and your Leaders to stay. 

 

O my goodness, the Celebration! 

O my gracious, the Jubilation! 

The very first ever……  WHO-BILATION! 
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ALBERTA CGIT ASSOCIATION 

WHO-bilation 
CGIT and Explorers Weekend Rally May 10-12, 2019 

Girls Registration Form 

 
Name _________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Address _______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

City/Town ________________________________ Postal Code _________________________________ 

Age _______     Grade ________                          Phone number ______________________________ 

Name of one friend you would like to have in your cabin at camp___________________________ 

Parent or Guardian’s Name _____________________________email___________________________ 

Alberta Health Care Number ___________________________________________________________ 

Emergency Contact Name and Phone ____________________________________________________ 

2nd Emergency Contact Name and Phone_________________________________________________ 

Health Concerns (medications, all allergies including food , physical conditions, etc.) Please use the 

reverse side if necessary _________________________________________________________ 
 

CODE OF CONDUCT 

I, ________________________________, agree to abide by ALL camp rules and regulations.  I understand that if I break 

these rules, appropriate disciplinary action will be taken.  This includes being sent home immediately for breaking major 

rules such as liquor and drug possession, smoking, or leaving the camp. 

______________________________ 

Signature of Camper                  

 

I, ________________________________, as a parent/guardian, give permission for my daughter to attend the WHO-bilation  

Rally Grande Prairie, AB, May 10,11 and 12, 2019.  I understand that if my daughter breaks any of the major rules 

listed above, I will be responsible to have her picked up from camp immediately. 

______________________________ 

Signature of Parent/Guardian 

RELEASE OF RESPONSIBILITY 

I, _________________________________, as parent/guardian of _______________________ do hereby release the Alberta 

CGIT Association of any responsibility for injuries or illness that may occur while the above named girl is at this camp.  I 

also give permission for any treatment deemed necessary by a medical professional for the above named girl. 

 

_____________________________ 

Signature of Parent/Guardian 

Please send cheque or money order for $50 payable to Alberta CGIT Association to: 

Barbara Shanahan 

72 Silver Springs Dr NW  

Calgary, AB T4B 3G4 

Registration is highly subsidized by the Alberta CGIT Association; however, we will not let the registration fee stand in 

the way of anyone attending this event.  Camperships are available – please speak to your Leader for more information. 

 

Deadline for Registration is April 30th 

A confirmation letter will be emailed to you following receipt of your registration. Please ensure a current email address 

is included above.  It will tell you what to bring and additional information about the camp.  Any questions please 

contact Barbara Shanahan 403-286-0268 or email BarbaraLShanahan@gmail.com 

mailto:BarbaraLShanahan@gmail.com


 

 

 

Dear Leaders, Come on along! 

 

We are hosting a  

Weekend Rally for CGIT and Explorer Girls and Leaders, May 10,11 and 12 

at Grande Prairie, AB. 

We hope you will bring your girls, together as a group! 

 

The girls will enjoy a weekend of fun and fellowship exploring Dr Suess inspired theme 

“WHO-bilation”, while you will have time for some R&R! 

 

As an Association, we welcome the opportunity these weekends afford us to show our 

appreciation for all you do!  The weekend will be flexible and relaxed for the Leaders, with  

time to network with other Leaders sharing what is being done in their groups, sharing  

support, ideas and plans, and some time to explore the theme as well.   

 

Who doesn’t have wonderful memories of camps and rallies from their CGIT / Explorer days?  

This is an opportunity for both girls and Leaders to interact with other groups; make new 

friends; develop relationships that can last for years.   

 

Give your girls the opportunity to experience a bigger picture of CGIT / Explorers.  An 

important aspect of belonging to a larger organization is seeing how we are the same and  

how we are unique.  

 

Although we have been able to heavily subsidize this weekend, as an Association we have 

funds available for camperships to help with the cost, should your group not have funds or 

have any girls who are not able to pay the minimal registration fee ($50 for each girls/no fee  

for Leaders).  Please contact me if you require the guidelines for applying for the campership. 

 

Also, we know that travel can be a barrier to getting girls to camp, so we have set up a  

onetime ie not both ways, travel honorarium ($100) for anyone transporting girls more than  

150 km. 

If you have any questions, feel free to call me @ 403-286-0268 or email 

BarbaraLShanahan@gmail.com 

 

I hope we will see you and ‘your girls’ at camp May 10-12! 

Barbara Shanahan 
Alberta CGIT Association 
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UNFORGETTABLE CLOSINGS: 
- From “Last Impressions: Unforgettable Closings for Youth Meetings” GROUP Publishing 

 

 

SWORDS INTO PLOWSHARES 
 

Purpose: to create sculptures that represent peace and to silently pray for peace 

Scripture: Matthew 5:9 

Supplies: a Bible, pipe cleaners, coloured paper, masking tape, scissors, and 

marshmallows (large or small) 
 

Have the girls form teams (three is a good-sized group).  

Give each group a handful of pipe cleaners (or the fancy cut chenille wire), a few 

sheets of paper, masking tape and a handful of marshmallows. Then have each 

group use these materials to create a sculpture of something that represents 

peace – cloud, dove, butterfly, etc. Don’t give them hints unless they’re really 

stuck on something that they relate to as “peace”. Let each group explain 

their sculpture and place it on a table or somewhere on the floor. 

Have each girl choose one sculpture and stand by it. Ask the girls to close 

their eyes and silently pray for peace in their relationships, school, church, 

community, country, and world. Then ask them to choose one action they will try to 

do to make their family, school, community, etc., more peaceful. 
 

Close by reading aloud Matthew 5:9 

     “Happy are those who work for peace; God will call them His children!” AMEN. 

 

 

 

BEYOND SACRIFICE 
 

Purpose: to find joy in serving others  

               (good for around Mission Study) 

Scripture: John 13: 1-17 

Supplies: none 
 

Say: If we think only about the pain or sacrifice involved in serving others, we’re 

missing the best part. Beyond sacrifice is the incredible joy of knowing you are doing 

God’s work in the world. And that joy makes even the most painful serving action feel 

good. 

Have the girls stand in a circle facing inward., the have them turn sideways to face right. On 

“go”, have the girls ‘serve’ each other by giving the person in front of them a back 

rub/massage. After a minute, call time and close in prayer, thanking God for sending Jesus as 

an example of the kind of servant we should strive to be. 
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Deep Thoughts 

 

“A Diamond in the Rough” 
 

“To Sir With Love” is a fantastic movie for any student or teacher to rent and enjoy. A story 

about a black school teacher who teaches a rowdy group of students how to become adults. 

The jabs the students make at the teacher, played by Sidney Poitier, are quietly turned into 

gestures of respect. Even the loudest, most obnoxious students are transformed by the 

teacher they call “Sir”. “Sir” treats the student as if they have self worth and is rewarded by 

their cooperation and respect.  
 

Any teacher or leader must remember: 
 

A diamond in the rough is a diamond, sure enough, 

And before it ever sparkled, it was made of diamond stuff. 

But, someone had to find it or it never would found, 

And someone had to grind it or it never would be ground. 
 

But when it’s found, and when it’s ground, 

And when it’s burnished bright, 

That diamond’s everlastingly giving out its light. 
 

O, leaders of our young folk!  

Don’t say you’ve done enough. 

It may be that your rudest one 

Is a diamond in the rough. 

 

To identify and help the “diamonds in the rough” give out their brightest light 

is a leader’s greatest challenge. Patience will be rewarded with respect. 
 

- “One Minutes Messages” – Dan Clark with Michael Gale 

 

 

Dear God, 

I am facing a new day and coming to You asking for patience.                                         
Without Your calmness to guide me, I know I will succumb to frustration and irritation.  

Remind me that I can learn to overcome every challenging situation today.                          
Help me to recognize the “diamond in the rough” and to dig deep, if need be,                                                
for the patience it will take to say the right thing and do the right thing                                        
to bring out their inner light. 

AMEN. 
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